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10 Simple Input and Output (FUTURE)

10.1 Chapter Introduction

This is a stub for a possible future chapter. The Haskell Wikibook [1] Simple input and output page discusses the concepts sufficient for the purposes of this point in the textbook.

10.2 What Next?

TODO

10.3 Exercises

TODO

10.4 Acknowledgements

TODO

I retired from the full-time faculty in May 2019. As one of my post-retirement projects, I am continuing work on this textbook. In January 2022, I began refining the existing content, integrating additional separately developed materials, reformatting the document (e.g., using CSS), constructing a bibliography (e.g., using citeproc), and improving the build workflow and use of Pandoc.

I maintain this chapter as text in Pandoc’s dialect of Markdown using embedded LaTeX markup for the mathematical formulas and then translate the document to HTML, PDF, and other forms as needed.

10.5 Terms and Concepts

TODO

10.6 References